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Course Description/Objectives/Teaching Method/Intended Learning
Outcome：

Online (real-time by using Zoom) course starting from 13:00 of Thursday, 
June 2. Students can enter the classroom by Zoom which information is 
placed in CANVAS LMS.
This course deals with Japanese art from the ancient times to the 
contemporary. The instructor explains how imagery, materials and 
techniques were introduced from the continent, transformed and 
developed them uniquely to be Japanese art.
Each class (consisting of two sessions at one time) focuses on artwork's 
meaning, expression, concept, or cultural background for appreciating 
Japanese art appropriately, as having short break(s) during the timeslot.     
The course aims to guide students to obtain knowledge and skills to 
appreciate fundamental and diverse characteristics of Japanese visual art.
Students are requested to submit answer for mini-quiz to CANVAS after 
each class, which is counted as "attendance" point. Time schedule of 
group discussions, each student's presentation, and the final report (related 
to evaluation) are to be announced in class (at the same time, readable on 
CANVAS).
Details of course plan, reference information, and evaluation system are 
announced in the first session.
Course Plan：
1 Introduction: Japan in Far East in Asia -Topography and Cultural 

History-
Course Plan/References/Evaluation System

2 "Borderless" between Fine Art and Decorative Art of Japanese Art: 
Visual Art of Mt. Fuji

3 Format, Materials of Japanese Traditional Painting
4 Materials and Techniques of Bronze and Wooden Sculpture, and 

Lacquer Ware
5 Literature, Poem and Visual Art: Picture Scroll of the Tale of Genji 

and Examples of Yamato-e Painting 
6 Story and Landscape Created by Ink Brush: Picture Scroll of the 

Legends of Mt. Shigi and Kano School Painting
7 Buddhist Teachings and Their Visual Imagery: from Ancient 

Concepts to Zen Buddhism
8 Religious Imagery Based on the Japanese "Kami-Buddha 

Combination" Concept
9 Tea Culture and Principles/Art of Noh and Kyogen Performance
10 Porcelain Connecting China, Japan, and the West
11 Art of Rimpa: from Tawaraya Sotatsu to Kamisaka Sekka
12 Ukiyo-e: from Harunobu, Hokusai to "Japonisme"
13 Modern and Contemporary Japanese Art: Artists Crossing the Borders
14 Student's Presentation/Review and Summary
Other Preparation for the Assignment (the Final Paper)
Method of Evaluation：

1. Attendance (counted both by zoom record and answers for mini-quiz):
40%
2. Oral presentation with short report: 30%
3. The Final report: 30%
Textbooks：

No text book for the course.
Reference Books：

References for each theme or genre will be announced in sessions. 
Lecturer's Comments to Students：

Online (real-time by using Zoom) starts from the 1st session on June 2nd. 
See CANVAS LMS where the Zoom link information will be provided 
(See "2. Course Description").  
Students are requested to prepare own notebook (not an electric book) and 
a writing tool for attending the class (which should be a help to answer for 
mini-quiz).   

All slides used in sessions are visible in CANVAS after each class (not 
beforehand). Students will need to review and study with them, to prepare 
own content for discussion, presentation, and the final report. Therefore, 
students will need to spend two hours per week at least, for this course.        
Regular attendance, positive attitude at discussion and presentation are 
expected.
Questions/Comments：

Students can send comment or question to the instructor through 
CANVAS at the time of answering for mini-quiz (after each class). 
Instructor will explain answer of the quiz in the following class, answer to 
personal questions to the student (and communicate with each student) by 
using Comment system of CANVAS.      
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